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BY
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1. Introduction. In 1772 Lagrange found that if three bodies of arbitrary

masses are placed at the vertices of an equilateral triangle and given the

proper initial velocities, they will continue to be at the vertices of an equi-

lateral triangle which may change in size, but not in shape. He also showed

that if the three bodies are placed in a straight line and started off suitably,

they will remain in a straight line, and the ratios of the mutual distances will

be constant. More recently Moultonf has extended the straight line con-

figuration to « bodies, and some particular instances of other configurations

have been given by Hoppe,í Andoyer,§ and Longley.||

A permanent configuration is a configuration of « bodies which has the

property that the ratio of distances between corresponding bodies is constant.

In other words, the figure may change in size, but not in shape. The object

of this paper is to determine necessary and sufficient conditions for any plane

configuration of five bodies, other than a straight line configuration, to be

permanent and to give a detailed analysis of the various types of such con-

figurations, both convex and concave, that can be formed by rearranging the

bodies to give pentagons of different shapes. This work may be regarded as

an extension of that of MacMillan and Bartky^f in which the problem of four

bodies is treated.

2. The equations of motion. Let nti, «z2, • ■ • , «is with coordinates (xx,yx),

(x2, y2), ■ ■ ■ , (xE, y6), respectively, represent the masses of a plane system of

five bodies referred to a set of rectangular axes, with origin at their common

center of mass, which rotates with uniform angular velocity w. If we assume

that the bodies attract each other according to the Newtonian law and move

in circles around the origin with uniform angular velocity w, the differential
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t Periodic Orbits, Carnegie Institution, 1920, p. 285.

t Erweiterung der bekannten Speciallosung des Dreikörperproblems, Archiv der Mathematik und
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§ Sur l'équilibre relatif de n corps, Bulletin Astronomique, vol. 23 (1906), p. 50.

|| Some particular solutions in the problem of n bodies, Bulletin of the American Mathematical

Society, vol. 13 (1906-1907), p. 324.
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equations of motion reduce to

* Mj(Xi - Xj)

«'*<= 2- -~,->

(1) 7       ,   *'' i= 1, 2, •••,5;/^¿,
* nij(yi - y,-)

w y< = 2^-s-»
¡=i rij

where rj,, is the distance between the masses mi and mj.

It is to be observed that the equations

5 5

(2) 23w^i = o>      23w¿;y¿ = o,
3=1 ¿=1

which express the fact that the origin of coordinates is at the center of mass,

follow directly from (1).

Define a constant r0 by

5

(3) o»2 = 23 «<A<f .
t=l

The constant r0 is to replace o> and will be used later in defining the regions

for positive masses.

The equations (1), as a consequence of (2) and (3), may now be written

in the equivalent form

23 Si. í(*¿ — x,)mj = 0,
j'=i

6

23S,-.,(y¡ - y,)m,j = 0,
(4) I'~1 ¿= 1, 2, ••• ,5;j*i,

0

J=l

where

Si,j = Sj,i = Ri,j—Ro,     Ri,j = Rj,i = í/ri,¡,     R0 = l/ro3.

If in (4) mi and mi+i, (i= 1, 2, • • • , 5), are eliminated, respectively, from

the (¿+l)th and ¿th equations in x and the corresponding equations in y, and

if we denote twice the area of the triangle whose vertices have as coordinates

any three of the points (x<, y,), (¿ = 1,2, • • • , 5), by D with a pair of numbers

(from 1 to 5) as subscripts which do not occur as subscripts in the coordinates

of the vertices of the triangle, we have

Si,i+3Di+i,i+2mi + 5,+i,t+3Z)ii,+2Mîj+i + Si+2,i+zDi,i+imi+2 = 0,

Si,i+iDi+i,i+2nti + Si+i,i+iDi,i+2m.i+i + 5,,+2,,+47>,-,,+iWj+2 = 0,

or
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nti/(Si+X,i+3Si+2,i+i  — Oi+l,j+4o',-+2,t-4-3)Z),-,t-+2Z),-lt-+i

(6) = nii+x/(Sijr2,i+zSi,iJri — .Sj+2,j+4.S'¿,¿-i-3)T>i+i,t--|_2T)¡i¿_|_i

=  Wi+2/('5'i,i'+3'S'j+l,í+4  — Oi,¿+45',-4.l1i+3)7>1+i,,-+2Z)i,i+2,

i - 1, 2, • • • , 5,

a system of equations, equivalent to (4), in which the variables x and y do

not occur explicitly. It is to be understood here as well as hereafter that the

subscripts 6, 7, 8, and 9 are to be replaced by 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

For each value of i in equations (6), two independent relations may be

formed, each expressing a mass ratio as a function of the TFs and S's. Among

these ten mass ratios six distinct equalities exist; and when (6) is substituted

in them we obtain, after some reduction,

'Si.i+iS¿+l,t+2 Si,i+2Si+l,i+3

(') T-ë-ë-c- = X¿+4, » - 1, 2, •••,5,
■J¿,t+*J|'+l,i+3 '->;,¡+l'->¿+2,i-|-3

where

(8)
Di+2,i+iDiii+i

Di+l,i+2Di,i+3

It is to be observed that the subscript on X corresponds to the missing sub-

script in the left-hand members of (7).

One may inquire whether the denominators in (6) may not vanish under

certain conditions. That this is impossible may be seen by considering the

several possible cases.

It should be stated first that in the five-body problem the masses are

all different from zero. The form of equations (1) shows that this hypothesis

has been made. Suppose, now, that no three of the bodies are in the sa.me

straight line (so that no D is zero), and let one of the expressions in S, say

&4S35—S^u, vanish. It follows at once from (6) that

(A) Oi,i+lOi+2,i+4 = Oj,i4.2Sj-|_l,,--)-4  = Si,i+iSi+l,i+t, t =   1, 2, •  •  •   , 5.

That is, if one denominator in (6) vanishes, all must vanish. But it is im-

possible to satisfy all of the equations (A) simultaneously, for if it were, then

equations (5) would show that a permanent configuration of five bodies is

obtained in which the five masses are arbitrary. Let two of these masses ap-

proach zero. The result, in so far as finite masses are concerned, is a perma-

nant configuration of three bodies with arbitrary masses. The only such figure

is an equilateral triangle. Hence, if the equations (A) are satisfied by a penta-

gon configuration, any three vertices of this pentagon must form an equi-

lateral triangle. This is geometrically impossible.
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Consider next the case where three or more of the bodies are in the same

straight line. The case in which they are all in a line has been treated by

Moulton, and the method of this paper is not applicable. Outside of Moulton's

case there are only two five-body configurations in which some of the denomi-

nators in (6) vanish; namely, the square and the rhombus with one mass at

each vertex and the fifth mass at the center. These two cases are treated in

Examples 2 and 3 on pages 578 and 579, respectively. Hence no omission of

cases arises through regarding the denominators in (6) as non-zero.

3. The relations among the triangular area ratios. We assume that in gen-

eral no three of the points (x,-, y,), (¿ = 1,2, • • • , 5), lie in the same straight

line. Hence they uniquely determine a conic, and this conic may be projected

into a circle. In this process of projection the triangular area ratios remain

unchanged; that is, the X's defined in (8) are invariant under projection. If

we make use of this property, we find that when the D's are eliminated from

(8), the X's satisfy a system of equations of the form

(9) X¿ — X,+2 X,+3 — X,X¿+2Xi+3 = 0, ¿ = 1, 2, ■ • • , 5.

4. A geometric property of the X's. Let us consider, as typical of the tri-

angular area ratios, the first one, which by (8) is

XB = 7>i27W-Di47>23.

If the points 1, 2, 3, and 4 are assigned coordinates and X6 is assigned a value,

then this equation represents a conic whose variables are the coordinates of

the point 5, the nature of the conic depending upon the value given to X5.

The conic obviously passes through the points 1, 2, 3, and 4. It will be useful

later to know under what condition the conic will degenerate into a pair of

straight lines.

Let the points 1, 2, 3, and 4 have, respectively, the coordinates (0, 0),

(x2, 0), (x3, y3), and (x4, yñ), let the coordinates of the point 5 be (x, y), and

omit the subscript on X6. Then if the equation of the conic is written out and

the condition for a conic to degenerate into a pair of straight lines is imposed,

it is found that

X(X+ 1) = 0.

Hence we have the following theorem :

Theorem 4.1. If, in any one of the triangular area ratios, the point indi-

cated by the subscript on the associated X is allowed to vary while the other four

points are fixed, the variable point will move in a conic which passes through the

four fixed points and will degenerate into a pair of straight lines if, and only if,

X has either the value 0 or — 1.
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5. The necessary condition. In order that the problem may admit a solu-

tion other than the straight line solution, it is necessary that equations (7)

be satisfied. However, if any three of these equations are satisfied, the re-

maining two are also satisfied, since any set of three of them implies the other

two. For instance, suppose we write down the following three of these equa-

tions :

SnS23 — SizS2i(i + Xs) + S1Ä4X5 = 0

(10) Si*Sn - 5uSi»(l + X.) + S12S46X3 = 0,

SifSu  — 524536(1   + Xl)   + S23Slbkl  =  0,

which correspond, respectively, to the values 1, 4, and 2 of i, and write down

the one corresponding to ¿ = 5, namely,

(10a) S12S35 - SuSu(i + X4) + S15S23X4 = 0.

To show that this equation is implied by equations (10) multiply the second

equation of (10) by XiSm and the third one by X3SW and subtract, thus elimi-

nating 546. Multiply this result throughout by X6 and the first equation of

(10) by X3. Then, using the relation X3 =XiX6+XiX3X6 from (9) and subtracting,

we have

(11) 5i»S„(l + X6) - 5i2536(l + Xi)X6 - 5ib523(1 - XiX.) = 0.

In order to see that this equation is identical with (10a), one only has to

eliminate X2 from the second and fourth of the X equations (9) obtaining

X4=(l— XiX6)/(l+Xi)X6, and substitute this expression in (10a).

6. Convex and concave pentagons. Suppose that pegs are placed at each

of the five masses and a string is drawn tautly around them. Two cases are

distinguishable:

Case 1. The string touches all five pegs, and

(a) no three pegs are in a straight line;

(b) three pegs are in a straight line, but not four;

(c) four pegs are in a straight line, but not five;

(d) five pegs are in a straight line.

Case 2 (a). The string touches only four pegs, the fifth one being inside

the quadrilateral formed by the other four.

Case 2 (b). The string touches only three pegs, the other two being inside

the triangle formed by the first three.

If the conditions of Case 1 (a), 1 (b), or 1 (c) are satisfied, the pentagon

will be called convex. Case 1 (d) is the straight line configuration with which

we are not concerned. If the conditions of Case 2 (a) or Case 2 (b) are satis-

fied, the pentagon will be called concave.
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In all cases we shall regard the masses as arranged in the counter-clock-

wise order mi, m2, m3, m\, and ms.

From equations (6) we may write

(12)

«i =

«Î2   =

W2  =

«i4

«Î4   =

nii

mx

mt =

mx =

WÎ2

Du

D2i

Dl2

Du

7>24

DM

¿>24

D23

7>45

7J36

7>45

7>34

Du

Du

Du

Dis

Du

7>26

Du

Dxi

R2Í — Ro)(Rs& — Ro.

Ru — Ro)(R25 — Ro

Ru — Ro)(RXs — R

Ru

Rl3

Ro)(R26

Ro)(Rii>

R

Ro

Ru — Ro)(R2&

Ru  —  Ro)(R3S

Ru — Ro)(R2b — R

RX3 — Ro)(R2i — Ro

i?24 — Ro)(Ri6 — Ro

Ru — Ro)(R23 — R

i?24 —  Ro)(RlS  —  R-

R2i  —  Ro)(R3b —  Ri

Ru — Ro)(R3i — R

R13 — Ro)(R26 — Ro

Ru — Ro)(Rii

R23 — Ro)(Ri6

Rl3 — R0)(R2i — Ro

Ru — Ro)(R3i — Ro

Rn — Ro)(R2i — Ro

— (Ra — Ro)(R26 — Ro)

— (R24, — Ro)(Ri& — Ro)

— (Ru — Ro)(R3i — Ro)

(Ru

(Ru

Ro)(R2i

Ro)(R36

Ro)

Ro)

ms,

mi,

(Ru

(Rl3

Ro)(R*5 — Ro)

Ro)(R26 — Ro)

m3,

— (Ru — Ro)(Ru — Ro)

— (R23 — Ro)(Ru — Ro)

—   (Ru  —  Ro)(R25  —  Ro)

— (R13 — Ro)(R2i — Ro)

- (Ru Ro)(R26 — Ro)

Rq)(R2î — Ro)

—   (Rl3  —  -f?o)(-R24  —  Ro)

— (Ru — Ro)(R3h — Ro)

mt,

m3,

ms,

ms,

— (Ru — Ro)(R2i — Ro)

— (R2i — Ro)(R3b — Ro)

■ms,

— (Ru — Ro)(R23 — Ro)

— (Ru — Ro)(R*s — Ro)

ms,

— (Ru — Ro)(R23 — Ro)
ms.

For a convex pentagon, the ten triangular area ratios in these equations

satisfy the inequalities

D12/D23 > 0, D12/D13 > 0,   7>24/7>34 > 0,   TW7>23 > 0,

(13) Du/D» > 0, Ö45/Ö34 > 0,   Du/Du > 0,   Dn/Dlt > 0,

D12/D2S > 0, Dn/Dis > 0.

For the general concave pentagon of the type described in Case 2 (a), there

are four different positions that the fifth mass may occupy within the quad-

rilateral formed by the other four masses. These positions are shown in Figs,

la, lb, lc, and Id. The following table gives the signs of the triangular area

ratios for each of these four cases :
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Figure
D23 7>13

L\

7>3

L\

D2,

L\

7>3

L\

7>3

Lh

7>4 A

L\

D2 Di

la + + + + + + +

lb + + + + +

lc + + + + + + +

Id -       + + + +       + +

m, m.

Fig. la Fig. lb Fig. lc Fig. Id

7. Admissible convex pentagons. An admissible pentagon is one for which

there exist positive masses which, when placed at its vertices and started off

suitably, will give a permanent configuration.

In any solution of the problem, one sees from (10) that the following

equations

(Ru — Ro)(R23 — Ro) — (Rn — Ro)(Rn — Ro)      DizDsi

(14)

(Rn - R0)(R2i - Ro)

(R2i - Ro)(Ris - Ro)

(Ri2 — Ro)(Rsi — Ro)

(Ru — Ro)(R2& — Ro)

(Ru — Ro)(R2f, — Ro) — (Ru

(Ru — Ro)(R25 — Ro) — (R2i

Ro)(Rib — Ro)

Ro)(Ríí — Ro)

DiJD23

7>12Z>45

7>24T>1B

D2iDi6

(R2i — Ro)(R36 — Ro) — (Ris — Ro)(Ri6 — Ro)      DsíDm

must be satisfied, and in addition, for any solution, equations (12) must yield

positive masses.

Since for convex pentagons the inequalities (13) must hold, and since the

masses are necessarily positive, it follows that the numerator and denomina-

tor involving the Tt's in each of the equations (12) must be of like sign. If we

let the numerator and denominator of the first equation be positive, the signs

of the numerator and denominator in each of the other equations are deter-

mined, and we find that
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(Ri,i+i — Ro)(Ri+2,i+3 — Ro) > (-Rt,t+2 — Ro)(Ri+i,i+3 — Ro)

> (Ri.i+3 — Ro)(Ri+i,i+2 — Ro),       i = 1, • • • , 5.

We can choose three of the points arbitrarily. Let these be the first three.

We then have given r«, r23, and rX3 and can therefore choose their order rela-

tion. Let this relation be

fl2, f23 ^ fo â rX3.

Draw rX2 as in Fig. 2, and let mx and w2 be at its extremities. With mx and m2

as centers draw semicircles with radius r0, intersecting at 0. With O as center

describe circular arc axbxcj)2a2 with radius r0. Then with m3 in the region Oa^bi,

w4 in the region bounded by circular arcs Obx, Ob2, and bxcj>2, and m6 in the

region Oaxbx, the inequalities (15) are all satisfied, subject to the condition

(16) ri2, f23, >"34, ris, f45  ^  fo  á  fl3, »"14, ̂ 24, »"25, ̂ 36

which assures that the masses in the regions specified are all positive. The

proof that with the masses in these regions equations (14) are satisfied is too

long to write down here. Only the method of procedure will be indicated.

In Fig. 2 take m3 in its region as shown or on the boundary of this region,

and with this point as center and with r0 as radius describe circular arc Cic2c3c4,

intersecting arc Offi at c2, arc Obi at c3, and arc bib2 at c4. On account of the

inequalities (16), the mass «n is further restricted to the region Oc3C4¿>2. Let

this region be covered with an infinity of arcs, all passing through the point O

and intersecting the boundary arc c3c4. It can be shown that on each of these

arcs there is one and but one point at which the first of equations (14) is

satisfied. If these points are joined by a curve, we have the curve on which

point W4 moves as m3 varies its position in the region Oo2b2. Imagine m4 on

this curve, and with it as center and r0 as radius describe circular arc a3bs

intersecting Obi at b3 and Offi at some point o3 below c2. The remaining two

equations of (14), then, determine two curves which pass through m\ and in-

tersect in the region c2c3Z>3ff3, giving the position of w6. As the point «z4 varies

its position on its curve, ms moves on some curve in the region c2c3&3ff3- These

results lead to the following theorem :

Theorem 7.1. For every point m3 in the region Ob2a2, or on the boundary of

'his region, there exists a single infinity of points mi in the region OC3C&2 and a

single infinity of points m6 in the region Oaibi, which together with the points mi

and m2form an admissible convex pentagon.

8. Limitations on the interior angles. In Fig. 2 let the angles of the pen-

tagon at its five vertices be denoted by the masses at these points. For ex-

ample, angle m2mxms will be denoted by mi, and angle «îi«î2«/3 by «î2.
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It is obvious that angle mx is equal to or greater than angle mpniO and

that this latter angle obtains its least value when ru = r0. This value is seen

to be 60° from Fig. 3, which is the same as Fig. 2 except that it is drawn with

r0=ri2. Therefore angle mi is equal to or greater than 60°, and the same is

clearly true for angle m?.

Since ri2 = r0, the first of equations (14) shows that the point »»« moves on

some curve through the point 0, such as curve m, Fig. 3. We see, however,

that the smallest value of angle m3 is obtained when point m3 is at b2 and point

mt is at 0, in which case it is 60°. By symmetry it follows that the smallest

value of angle wB is also 60° and is obtained when tSoint mt is at O and point ms

is at ii.

Fig. 2 Fig. 3

Consider now angle mí4. In Fig. 3, let points m3 and mi be at m3 and ml,

respectively, so that r36 equals r0, its least value. With these two points as

centers describe arcs q and s, respectively, each with radius ro=ri2 = r3B. From

the inequality (16) we see that the point ra4 cannot lie outside of the region

bounded by the arcs q, s and the arcs of the circles drawn with the points mi

and m2 as centers. It is clear then that angle w4 is smallest when point mj4 lies

at the intersection of arcs q and s, and that it is then 60°.

Hence no interior angle of the convex pentagon can be less than 60°.

The maximum value of the angle mi is also reached when rX2 = r0, as can

be seen from Figs. 2 and 3, and is that angle 0, Fig. 3, which the circle with O

as center makes with the line ri2.

In order to find 0 let the Une through the points mx and m2 be the x axis,

and let these two points be symmetric with respect to the origin, so that the

point O will be on the y axis. Then if the equation of the circle with O as

center and r0 as radius is formed, it follows easily that the angle 0 which it

makes with the line rX2 is 150°.
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It is obvious from Fig. 3 that angle m2 also has this angle for its maximum

value; and this is true for angles m3, ra4, and m6 as well, as can be shown by

going through the same procedure for these angles as for angle mx.

Theorem 8.1. Each of the interior angles of an admissible convex pentagon

lies between 60° and 150°.

9. Admissible concave pentagons. We shall consider the general case

where one of the points mi is within the quadrilateral formed by the other

four. Let the vertices of the quadrilateral be mx, m2, m3, and m6, and let the

interior point be ra4 whose position is that shown in Fig. Id.

For concave pentagons of the type under consideration, the signs indi-

cated in the last row in the table on page 569 must obtain, and since the

masses are positive, the R's in equations (12) must satisfy the relations

(Ru — Ro)(Rti> — Ro) > C^u — Ro)(R2b — Ro) < (-R24 — Ro)(Ru — Ro),

(R34 — Ro)(Rn — Ro) > (Ru ~~ Ro)(R36 — Ro) > (Ru — Ro)(Rib — Ro),

(17) (RM - Ro)(R2b - Ro) < (i?24 - Ro)(R3S - Ro) > (R23 - Ro)(R« - Ro),

(R23 — Ro)(Rib — Ro) < (Ru — Ro)(R2b — Ro) > (Ru — Ro)(R3s — Ro),

(Ru — Ro)(R23 — Ro) > (Ru — Ro)(R2i — Ro) < (Ru — Ro)(R3i — Ro).

If mi is in the position shown in either Fig. la or Fig. lb, then the first in-

equality sign in the second inequality and the second inequality sign in the

third inequality must be reversed, while there is no change if wz4 is in the posi-

tion shown in Fig. lc.

Here, as in the convex case, we may select three of the five points of the

pentagon arbitrarily, and we shall take as these three the points mx, m2, and

m3. Also let the order relation between r12; r23, and ri3 be fis, r23 ;£ r0 ̂  ri3.

In Fig. 4 draw ri2 with the masses mi and m2 at its extremities. With these

two points as centers draw semicircles with radius r0 intersecting at O. With O

as center describe circular arcs axbi and a2b2, each with radius r0. On account

of the inequalities (17), m3 will lie in the region Ob2a2, mA in Odxd2, and raB in

Oaxbx, with the additional condition

ru, r23, r3i, ru, r2i, rn, r2i, r4s ^ r0 ^ ria, r26.

With the masses in these regions it may be shown that equations (14) are

satisfied. Hence we have the companion theorem :

Theorem 9.1. For every point m3 in the region Ob2a2, or on the boundary

of this region, there is a single infinity of points mt in the region Odid2 and a

single infinity of points ws ¿m the region Oaxbx which, together with the points mx

and nh,form an admissible concave pentagon.
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10. Symmetric pentagons. Suppose that

r23 »"16, ru r2i, f34 »"45, ri3 - r2i,

and consequently that

7>23  =  Dis, Dis — D3i, Du — D2i, 7>25 — Du.

The configurations Fig. 5 then present themselves in the form of isosceles

trapezoids with vertices at the points mx, m2, m3, and ra6 and with the point w4

somewhere on the line perpendicular to and bisecting the parallel sides ri2

and r35. The construction of the figure is the same as that of Fig. 2.

(18.1)

(18.2)

Fig. 4 Fig. 5

Equations (14) reduce to the two independent equations

(R2i — Ro)(R23 — Ru) Dx2Dis

(Rn — Ro)(R2i — Ro) — (Ru — Ro)(R3i — Ro)

(Rn — Ro)(R3i — Ro) — (i?24 — Ro)(R3s — Ro)

Ro)

D2iDis

Pis

dJ(Rn — Ro)(Rzs — Ro) — (R23 — Ro)(Rzi

and the mass equations (12) become

mi     m2     Di2   (R2i

m3     ms     D2i

M2 ~ mi ~ Du   (R23 - Ro)(R3i - Ro) - (R2i - Ro)(R3s

m3_ms_ Dis  (Ru - Ro)(RSi - Ro) - {Ru - Ro)(R2i

Mi     mi

ms = m3.

(19.1)

(19.2)

(19.3)

Ro)(R3S  —   Ro)   —   (Rl3  —   Ro)(R3i

(R2i — Ro)(Ri3 — R23)

- Ro)

- Ro)

- Ro)

D2i  (Ru - R0)(Ri3 - Ro) - (Ru - Ro)(R3s - Ro)

From either (19.1) or (19.2) it follows that we have also mi = m2.
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For convex pentagons all of the triangular area ratios in these equations

are positive. For concave pentagons A5/A2 and As/7)^ are negative, if the

point mi is "above the diagonal ri3; otherwise they are positive. Moreover

Du/Du>0.
The convex case. In Fig. 5, rx2 is regarded as fixed with the masses mx and

m2 at its extremities, while the point m3 (and its symmetric point ms) varies

when the point «n moves from O towards c2, as nti must do since r24 = r0 for

convex pentagons.

When the point w4 is at 0, equations (18.1) and (18.2) become, respec-

tively,

(Ka - Ro)(R3i - Ro)Di2Dis = 0,

(Ru - Ko)[(Ki, - Ro)D2s + (R23 - Ro)DXs] = 0.

In the first equation since neither (RX2 — R¿¡), DX2, nor As is zero, we must

have (Rn—Ro) =0; whence r3i = ro. It then follows that point m3 is somewhere

on the circular arc mxbxc2b2a2m2, and it can be proved that it is at some point d2

between a2 and b2 with w6 at the symmetric position dx.

As the point mi moves from O towards c2, point m3 moves on some curve «

from ¿2 towards O, and in like manner, point m6 moves from di towards O

along some curve «' which is symmetric to «. When mi reaches a position

on Oc2 such that the points m3 and w6 have moved in towards each other on

curves n and «', respectively, so that r35 = r0, then the limit for permanent

convex configurations is attained, since by inequalities (16), r3s=r0.

The concave case. As the point ra4 moves from O towards cx, as it must do

for concave pentagons since r24^f0, point m3 moves on some curve 5 from d2

towards 0, and in like manner, point m6 moves on some curve s', symmetric

to s from ¿i towards O. However, since for concave pentagons r3s = r0, these

curves are of no interest until points m3 and w5 reach positions on curves s

and s', respectively, where r3i=ro-

Let the corresponding position of w4 be O'. If one starts with the point w4

in this position, as it moves on towards cx points m3 and m6 move towards 0.

When they reach this position one has rX3 = r23=ro, A2 = 0, DXi/D2s= — 1.

Equations (18.1) and (18.2) are then both satisfied, regardless of the position

of point w4 on Ocx.

Thus, for a given ri2 and ro, as point «i4 moves from O towards c2, point m3

moves from d2 towards O along n, and point ms moves from dx towards O

along «', giving, in all positions for which r3s = ro, a convex pentagon; while

as point mi moves from 0' towards cx, points m3 and ms move towards O

along 5 and s', respectively, giving, in all positions where r3s^r0, a concave

pentagon. Since the mass ratios are all positive for all of these pentagons, as
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can be seen from equations (19.1), (19.2), and (19.3), we can state the follow-

ing theorem :

Theorem 10.1. For every ri2 and ra there exists a single infinity of perma-

nent configurations with one mass at each of the vertices of an isosceles trapezoid

and with the fifth on the line perpendicular to and bisecting the two parallel sides.

As the point mz4 moves from O towards c2, Fig. 5, and consequently, points

m3 and m¡ move from d2 and ¿i towards the symmetric points on m and n'

where (r3i — r0) vanishes, one sees from equations (19.1), (19.2), and (19.3)

that the mass ratios

w3     OTb m3     »»s m3     m%

mi     m2 m2     mx mi     m*

change steadily from the values

Du(Ru — -R23) Dm(Ri3 — R23)
0,

Du(R3& + Ru — 2Ro) Di2(2R0 — R23 — R3&)

respectively, to

Dib(R2i — Ro)(Ru — R23) D2s(R2i — Ro)(Ru — R23)
-; -'-,

Du(Ro — Ri3)(R3i — Ro) Du(R23 — Ro)(R3i — Ro)

Du(Ru — Ro)(R3i — Ro) — (Ru — Ro)(Ra — Ro)

D2i(Ru - Ro)2

where the 7>'s and R's are to be evaluated at the points in question. Similar

limits on the mass ratio could be found for the concave case as w4 moves

from 0' towards Ci. We therefore have the following theorem:

Theorem 10.2. For every mîi = mî2>0, m3 = ms>0, and m4>0, there is one

and only one isosceles trapezoid configuration.

11. The case of three points on a line. Let ra4 be on the line ri3 joining mi

and m3, and let m2 and ms be equidistant from r13. We have at once

ri2 = ru, r23 = r3t, r2i = r«,

7^25 = 0, 7>35 = D23,        Da = D24,        Du = — Di2,

and the equations (14) reduce to the single equation

(Ru — Ro)(R23 — Ro) — (Ru — Ro)(Rn — Ro)      — F>3iDn
(21)

(Ri3 — Ro)(R2i — Ro) — (Ru — Ro)(R3i — Ro)        DuD3¡,

Let points mi and m3 he fixed. Then for a given m2 and for any position of

point mi, the equation (21) to be satisfied, by the coordinates of point ms,
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is the equation of a straight line. But for a solution the coordinates of ms

must also satisfy the first two equations of (20). (The remaining equations

of (20) are then automatically satisfied.) These equations, when rationalized,

represent circles with centers at the points Wi and m3 and with radii rx2 and

r23, respectively.

In Fig. 6 draw rX3 with mx and m3 at its extremities. Take point m2 any-

where not on this line, and draw the circles of the above equations. It is ob-

vious that these two equations are satisfied by real points if, and only if,

point ra6 lies at the intersection of their circles. That is, point w5 will either

be at the point a, Fig. 6, or it will coincide with point m2. Thus it may be in

one of two positions in so far as these two equations are concerned.

Equation (21) must be satisfied also. By Theorem 4.1, the left member of

this equation must be either 0 or — 1. If it is 0, the equation reduces to

D3i = 0,

which is the equation of a straight line passing through points mi and m2;

therefore, in order for the point m¡, to satisfy all the equations, it must coin-

cide with m2. This is a case of no interest as r2b may vanish for neither convex

nor concave pentagons.

Suppose the left-hand member has the value — 1. This gives the equation

,   ,                                       Ru — Ro     Ru — Ro
(22) -=-

R23 — Ro     R3t — Ro

The question arises as to whether or not the line with this equation can be

made to pass.through the point a. In other words, are there configurations

other than the one where points m2 and m¡, coincide? The proof that the an-

swer to this question is in the affirmative is not difficult, but an illustrative

example would, perhaps, be more instructive.

Let the point m4 be midway between points Wi and m3. The equation (22)

is always satisfied, and if the point m2 is given a position such that the mass

ratios are all positive, we have a permanent configuration which, in general,

will be a rhombus with vertices at mi, m2, m3, and m6, and with w4 at its center.

In Fig. 7, draw ru, and consider the point m2 as it moves on a line per-

pendicular to ri3 at its mid-point ra4. The positions that it may assume are

limited only by the regions for positive masses, since the condition (22) is

satisfied for any position of m2 regardless of what r0 may be. Moreover where-

ever point m2 may be on this line, we have, from (12),

»i m2
-1,        —- 1.
m3 ms,
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Fig. 6 Fig. 7

With points wi and m3 as centers draw circular arcs ai and ff3 with a radius

ro, (ro<ri3), such that the distance between their intersections p2 and p3 is

equal to r0. Since r2s^r0, we have, with point m2 at p3 and m6 at p2, the

rhombus configuration in which the point m2 is as close to ra5 as possible for

a given ri3. In this case the mass equations (12) show that

(23)
m3

= 0,
mi

m3

2(R0 — Ru) m3 «i m,i
> 0,    — = 0,    — = 0,    — = 0.

ms ms msm2 m3       (Ru — R0)

The greatest possible distance between the. points m2 and m5, for a given

rn, is obtained when we choose an r0 = ri3. Draw circular arcs bi and b2 with

such a radius. Then, with m2 and pi and m6 at px, we have the rhombus con-

figuration in which the distance between points m2 and mb is as great as possi-

ble. Here, we have

2(Fo — R2s)
(24)

m3

m2

mi m3
— = 0,    —
m3 ms

mi

ms

mi

ms (R2i — Ro)
>0.

Theorem 11.1. Given ri3 with masses mi and m3 at its extremities and with

the mass m4 at its center, for a properly chosen ro, and for all positions of mi and

ms on a line perpendicular to ri3 at m4 such that the mass ratios have values lying

between those given in (23) and those in (24), the configuration is permanent and

is a rhombus with vertices at mi, m2, m3, and ms, and with nti at its center.

In concluding this section we may add that if any four of the masses are

on the same straight line, the fifth mass will be on this line also. This follows

readily from equations (14).

12. The triangle with two interior masses. One other possibility of a con-

cave pentagon is that of a triangle with one mass at each vertex and with the

two remaining masses in its interior. That no such configuration, however,

can form an admissible pentagon follows from the inequalities

ru, r23, r3i, ru, r24, rXs, r3i, r45 ^ r0 ík ru, r25
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(see §9). To construct a pentagon of this type one must alter the above order

relation that must exist among the sides and diagonals, and the result is al-

ways to cause some of the masses to be negative.

13. Numerical solutions. We consider the following examples:

Example 1. An interesting example of a convex permanent configuration

is that of the regular pentagon. In Fig. 5 as the point w4 moves upward from

O towards c2 and the points m3 and m6 move towards each other along curves

m and m', somewhere along these paths the configuration becomes that of a

regular pentagon. When this position is reached, the equations (18.1) and

(18.2) reduce to the single equation

. „. Ra — Ro Dib      ru
(25)-=-= —,

2Ro — Ru — i?24      D2n      r2i

or

(26) (r0 — r2i)rur2i — 2r12r24 + r0 (r24 + rX2) = 0.

For any given value of ru, r24 may be computed from the obvious relation

r24 = 1.6180ri2,

and r0 may be found from (26). It follows readily that

ro       ,_„, r23      r34     r46     r«
— =1.3076,       — = — = — = — =1,
ri2 ri2      ri2      ri2      ri2

ri3     r24     ri4     r2B     r3t
— = — = — = — = — = 1.6180,
ri2      rj2     ri2     ri2      ri2

and from (19.1), (19.2), (19.3), together with (25), that mi = m2 = m3 = mî4 = ms.

Example 2. Perhaps the most simple concave permanent configuration

in the five-body problem is that of a square with one mass at each of its ver-

tices and with the fifth mass at its center. In Fig. 5 this particular configura-

tion is passed through as the point mz4 moves from O towards ci and as points

m3 and m¡> move towards each other along curves s and s'. Equations (18.1)

and (18.2) are now identically satisfied for any value of r0, while the mass

equation (19.1) shows that

mz     nif,
i ',

«i     m2

and since for all of the symmetric configurations, Fig. 5, m3 = w6, mi = m2,

we have mi = m2 = m3 = m6.
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The equation (19.3) becomes

m3      ms       1 Ru — Ro (ro — r3i)ruri3

mi      nti       2   2R0 — Ru — Ru       2r3i(2rX2ru — ro rX3 — ro rX2)

(8r0 - 2(2)    r12)

2[4(2)i'VÍ,-ro(l + 2(2)''*)]'

-2 =2r2 =4r2since rn = ¿r12 = ir34.

Thus, while equations (18.1) and (18.2) are satisfied for any r0, the mass

ratios m3/mi = ms/mi are not necessarily positive for any value of r0. It is

found that for the last right-hand member of (27) to be positive we must have

0.878 < — é 1.000.
rB

It then follows that

m3     ms
0.439 < — = — = 1.414.

»»4 «Î4

This result shows that the central mass is arbitrary within certain limits. In

general, if a permanent configuration is given, the masses are uniquely deter-

mined.

Example 3. In Fig. 7 consider the rhombus configuration (1) with masses

mx, m2, ms, and m6 at its vertices and with the mass ra4 at its center. By Theo-

rem 11.1, for a given r0 the point m2 may be anywhere on the line perpendicu-

lar to r« at its mid-point such that the mass ratios are positive. It is readily

found that

r0 r23      r3i      »"is rX4      r3i
— =1.042,        — = — = —=1,        — = — = 0.781,
fi2 ri2      ri2      >"i2 >"i2      rX2

r2i      ri6 r2s ru
— = — = 0.625,        —=1.249,        —=1.562;
ru      rX2 rX2 rX2

and from the mass equations (12) we have,

mx m2     ms     ms mi ms w2
— =1,    — = — = —=2.617,    — = 0.536,    — = 4.878,    — = 1.
m3 m3     m3     mx m3 mi ms

As the point m2 moves on towards pi and the point m6 moves towards px,

Fig. 7, the polygon moves through the square configuration (2), but this has

already been discussed in Example 2 in connection with Fig. 5.
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